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1. What did you enjoy about the nativity?
The happiness that all the children showed while doing it! Also we were impressed by
how coordinated they were and how well they performed. Big massive applause to all
teachers and many thanks for letting us enjoy it.
Everything! It was a brilliant performance and the use of Makaton really brought it all to
life.
Everything! Much prefer the way the hall is set up. Loved seeing the children’s
personalities and how confident some of them were.
The children were prepared very well! They were confident and we enjoyed the most
that the children looked amazing with their costumes.
The whole set up. Children engaged and enjoying performance.
Everything! It was amazing!
Everything! The children all did a fabulous job and were so confident. They were full of
enthusiasm and clearly enjoying themselves, a joy to watch. I enjoyed the singing and
signing and was very impressed.
Everything.
We loved all of it! The singing was fantastic and the children all looked like they were
really enjoying themselves. We’ve been singing the songs at home as they’re very
catchy.
All children were involved. It was amazing to see my child singing, I know they love that.
Everything.

2. What did you enjoy about your visit to Immaculate Heart of Mary Catholic Primary
School this morning?
Everything but what we really enjoyed most was the atmosphere. Lots of families full of
emotions as our little ones were performing a nativity for the first time.
The welcome from the older children as we went in and the warm and welcoming
feeling. As always everything very well organised.
It is always nice to come and visit the school. There is always a very welcoming
atmosphere.
The atmosphere was amazing. We felt very welcomed by the staff and the children who
welcomed us.
Being greeted by very pleasant and helpful older pupils. Seeing all the children taking
part.
Older children welcoming us, holding doors open.
The nativity was a lovely celebration and the hall felt very festive with music playing and
the stage all set.
It was well organised.
Staff all very welcoming and the nativity was very well organised. We also appreciated
being able to take photos at the end.
All was well organised and the show was excellent.
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3. Is there anything you think could be improved with regard to nativities and school
celebrations?
Nothing at all. We can’t wait for next time.
Not sure – we all loved it! Thank you!
Completely out of the teacher’s control but it would be nice if the parents could arrive
on time rather than disturbing the performance and also standing up to take photos
when people have (quite rightly) been asked not to!
No, enjoyed the whole morning. Staff must have worked very hard to have the
performance ready. Thank you for a lovely morning.
No. Thank you so much to all involved, we loved it. Amazing how good the children can
be in such a short period of time. Singing was great and they knew the words!
I think the issuing of tickets with seat numbers was very helpful and helped things run
smoothly – fantastic work by all teachers involved.
After nativity first should be possibility of taking pictures then should chat with kids.
Some parents wanted to talk, other take a picture – all at the same time so I don’t have
any good photos and could only give my child a quick kiss.
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